Into the future

The path into the future is full of opportunities and challenges. Sometimes you go forwards, sometimes you go backwards. For this game, you need game pieces and a dice. Players take their turns in rolling the dice.

Advance your game piece the same number of spaces you have scored with the dice. Whoever reaches the goal first, wins.

1. Print out the game plan. It works in color and in black and white.

2. For this game, you need game pieces and a dice. You can find the pieces for example in an old game collection. Every player gets a figure.

3. Here we go. You start on the go field. The dice are thrown one after the other. Advance your game piece the same number of spaces you have scored with the dice. Whoever reaches the goal first, wins. There are different special fields.

   When you land on a colored symbol, there is a task for you. The task is always explained on the game board.

   Shortcut! Sometimes it’s forward, sometimes it goes back. Follow the arrow to the other field.

4. Make your own future game. Take the template and think about your own tasks and rules.
Into the future

Transformer: Swap your game piece with another player.

Sharing Economy: In the next round, roll the dice and split the points between the other players. Stay on the same space.

Nostalgia: In the good old days, everything was better. In the next round, all players move backwards.

Oracle: Tell the others, how you imagine the future. Roll the dice.

Nuclear fusion: You have almost unlimited power. In the next two rounds, you may double the points you get at each throw of the dice.

GO